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Abstract

Geometric instabilities in living structures can be critical for healthy biological function, and abnormal buckling,
folding, or wrinkling patterns are often important indicators of disease. Mathematical models typically attribute these
instabilities to differential growth, and characterize them using the concept of fictitious configurations. This kinematic
approach towards growth-induced instabilities is based on the multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation
gradient into a reversible elastic part and an irreversible growth part. While this generic concept is generally accepted
and well established today, the critical conditions for the formation of growth-induced instabilities remain elusive
and poorly understood. Here we propose a novel strategy for the stability analysis of growing structures motivated
by the idea of replacing growth by prestress. Conceptually speaking, we kinematically map the stress-free grown
configuration onto a prestressed initial configuration. This allows us to adopt a classical infinitesimal stability analysis
to identify critical material parameter ranges beyond which growth-induced instabilities may occur. We illustrate
the proposed concept by a series numerical examples using the finite element method. Understanding the critical
conditions for growth-induced instabilities may have immediate applications in plastic and reconstructive surgery,
asthma, obstructive sleep apnoea, and brain development.
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1. Introduction

Structural instabilities in the form of creases, folds, or wrinkles are inherent to living matter. In many living systems,
the formation of structural instabilities is critical to biological function, e.g., to increase the surface-to-volume ratio
of the system. Typical examples are wrinkles in skin (Buganza et al., 2011), villi in the intestine (Balbi and Ciarletta,
2013), or folds in the developing brain (Bayly et al., 2013). In other biological systems, however, the formation of
structural instabilities can be a critical hallmark of disease, e.g., when associated with a narrowing lumen. The most
prominent example of this latter category is the folding of the mucous membrane in asthmatic airways (Wiggs et al.,
1997). It is thus not surprising that the mathematical modeling of folding in tubular organs (Ciarletta and Ben Amar,
2012), in particular the modeling of the folding mucous membrane (Moulton and Goriely, 2011; Li et al., 2011; Xie
et al., 2013), has drawn increasing scientific attention within the past decade.

Continuum approaches towards the formation of geometric instabilities in living systems typically adopt the con-
cept of finite growth (Rodriguez et al., 1994). This kinematic approach towards growth is based on the introduction of
a fictitious growth configuration (Garikipati, 2009) and on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradi-
ent into a reversible elastic and an irreversible growth part (Taber, 1995). Mathematically speaking, in this approach,
growth is represented through a second order, isotropic (Himpel et al., 2005), transversely isotropic (Zöllner et al.,
2012a), orthotropic (Göktepe et al., 2010), or generally anisotropic. As discussed in a recent review article on growth
(Ambrosi, 2011), the evolution of this growth tensor is typically either morphogenetically driven (Li et al., 2012) or
mechanically driven (Menzel and Kuhl, 2012).
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Here we focus on morphogentically driven growth and on its role in the formation of structural instabilities.
The first rigorous mathematical analyses of growth-induced morphogenetic instabilities studied the failure models of
a shrinking spherical shell (Goriely and BenAmar, 2005) and of a growing spherical shell under external pressure
(Ben Amar and Goriely, 2005). Motivated by the clinical problem of mucosal folding during chronic airway wall
remodeling, recent studies explored the buckling of single-layered (Moulton and Goriely, 2011) and double-layered
(Cao et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2011) hollow cylindrical tubes. In realistic airway wall geometries, the thickness of the
folding inner layer is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the cylindrical airway structure itself. Accordingly,
a recent study suggested to model mucosal folding using the concept of surface growth (Papastavrou et al., 2013), an
approach for which the mucosal surface itself is equipped with its own potential energy (Steinmann, 2008). A similar
approach was recently proposed for the longitudinal growth in double-layered cylinders (Vandiver and Goriely, 2009)
to simulate the effects of surface growth in plants (Holland et al., 2013).

Inhomogeneous growth induces a state of prestrain or residual stress (Fung, 1991). Residual stress, sometimes
also referred to as prestress, is the stress in a body in the reference configuration (Menzel, 2005; Rausch et al., 2013).
In the following we distinguish between two geometrically identical reference configurations, one stress-free and one
stressed. We assume that the elastic deformation from the stress-free grown configuration to the stressed reference
configuration results in residual stress (Rausch et al., 2013a). The theory of elasticity for a body under residual
stress was first established by Biot (1939). More recently, Johnson and Hoger (1993) studied the dependence of the
elasticity tensor on residual stress where the residual stress was produced by an elastic deformation (Hoger, 1986;
Marlow, 1992; Hoger, 1993). The problem of dead loading in the mathematical theory of linear elasticity with initial
stress (Man and Carlson, 1994) bears certain similarities to our analysis here. Ogden (1992) details on stability and
uniqueness of solution of incremental boundary value problem. In Ogden (2003), he employed his generic method
to soft tissues and tube extension/inflation problems with residual stresses arising from a uniform circumferential
stress. For further mathematical details of symmetry, bifurcation, and instabilities in the context of elasticity with a
prestressed reference configuration we refer to Bharatha and Levinson (1978); Capriz and Guidugli (1979); Wan and
Marsden (1983).

In the theory of elasticity, a condition for the existence of solutions is that incremental deformations require posi-
tive energy. This physically motivated condition translates into the mathematically motivated condition of pointwise
stability. In the classical theory of elasticity the pointwise stability condition corresponds to the positive definite-
ness of the constitutive tensor. However, in the context of prestress, we cannot simply adopt this classical pointwise
stability condition for two reasons: i) The condition that the elasticity tensor is positive definite may no longer be
feasible; and ii) The pointwise stability condition does not directly render the positive definiteness of the constitutive
tensor, since there are several elasticity tensors, all of which are functions of the residual stress that describe residually
stressed materials (Hoger, 1995). In this manuscript, we re-establish the governing equations for prestressed continua
and properly impose the pointwise stability condition.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the loss of well-posedness of the boundary value problem for linear
elastic, homogeneous continua are the loss of ellipticity of the governing equations and the boundary complementing
condition (see e.g. Simpson and Spector, 1985; Benallal et al., 1993). A sufficient condition for stability of elastic
continua is the pointwise stability criterion (Hill, 1957). A general theory of uniqueness and stability for elasto-plastic
solids was given by Hill (1958). The propagation of surface waves in bodies has been investigated in (Dowaikh and
Ogden, 1990). Bifurcation in the form of surface instabilities has been investigated for arbitrary nonlinear elastic
materials under conditions of an equibiaxial prestress (Reddy, 1982), and for plane strain (Reddy, 1983). A compre-
hensive study on uniqueness, loss of ellipticity, and localization for the time-discrete, rate-dependent boundary value
problems with softening can be found in (Benallal et al., 2010).

In view of these considerations, the goal of this contribution is to explore the critical conditions for growth-induced
instabilities in living structures. In Section 2, we illustrate the kinematics of finite growth based on the multiplicative
decomposition of the total deformation gradient into an elastic and a growth part. In Section 3, we introduce the key
idea of this work, the conceptual replacement of this growth part by prestress. In Section 4, we discuss the condition
for strong ellipticity, the condition for pointwise stability, and the boundary complementing condition in the context
of prestress. In Section 5, we illustrate these three conditions for a simple homogeneous model problem, and for the
inhomogeneous problems of growth and shrinkage of a hollow cylinder and of a solid sphere. We conclude with a
critical discussion and an outlook in Section 6.
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1.1. Notation and definitions

The three-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted E3. Direct notation is adopted throughout. Occasional use is made
of index notation, the summation convention for repeated indices being implied. The scalar product of two vectors a
and b, i.e., the single contraction, is denoted a · b = [a]i[b]i. The scalar product of two second-order tensors A and
B, i.e., the double contraction, is denoted A : B = [A]i j[B]i j. The action of a second-order tensor A on a vector a
is understood as [A · a]i = [A]i j[a] j and [a · A]i = [a] j[A] ji. The double contraction of a third-order tensor C and a
second-order tensor B renders a vector according to [C : B]i = [C]i jk[B] jk. The action of a third-order tensor C on
a vector a, denoted C · a, is a second-order tensor with components [C · a]i j = [C]i jm[a]m. The composition of two
second-order tensors A and B, denoted A · B, is a second-order tensor with components [A · B]i j = [A]im[B]m j. The
tensor product of two vectors a and b is a second-order tensor D = a ⊗ b with [D]i j = [a]i[b] j. The tensor product
of two second-order tensors A and B is a fourth-order tensor D = A ⊗ B with [D]i jkl = [A]i j[B]kl. The two standard
double contractions of a fourth-order tensor D and a second-order tensor A render the second-order tensors with
components [D : A]i j = [D]i jkl[A]kl and [A : D]i j = [A]kl[D]kli j. The non-standard double contraction of a fourth-
order tensor D and a second-order tensor A renders a second-order tensor with components [D : A]ik = [D]i jkl[A] jl.
The actions of a fourth-order tensor D and a vector a, denoted D · a, is the third-order tensor with components
[D · a]i jk = [D]i jkl[a]l. The two non-standard tensor products of two second-order tensors A and B are the fourth-
order tensors [A ⊗ B]i jkl = [A]ik[B] jl and [A ⊗ B]i jkl = [A]il[B] jk.

2. Kinematic equations for growing continua

We consider a continuum body in the material configuration Bo ⊂ E3 at time t = 0 and in the spatial configuration
Bt at time t > 0, where t ⊂ T = [0, tend] ⊂ R+ denotes the time domain of interest. As depicted in Figure 1, we
denote the surface outward unit normals in the material and spatial configurations by N and n. We denote a motion
of the reference placement by the orientation-preserving map ϕ : Bo × T → E3 for any time t ∈ T . In particular, we
denote the current placement of the bulk associated with the motion ϕ by Bt = ϕ(Bo(X), t) and designate its particles
as x = ϕ(X, t) ∈ Bt. The deformation gradient F : TBo → TBt,

F(X, t) := ∇ϕ(X, t) with ∇{•} := {•} ⊗ ∂

∂X
, (1)

is the invertible linear tangent map of a material line element dX ∈ TBo to a spatial line element dx ∈ TBt, where
TBo and TBt are the corresponding tangent spaces, and J := det F denotes the corresponding Jacobian. The clas-
sical approach to model volumetric growth (Rodriguez et al., 1994; ?; Göktepe et al., 2010a) is to multiplicatively
decompose the deformation gradient F into an elastic part Fe and a growth part Fg, see Figure 3 (left), according to

F = Fe · Fg ⇒ Fe = F · Fg
−1 . (2)

The goal of this manuscript is to explore whether an infinitesimal, incremental perturbation of a stable state triggers a
kinematic instability. Although this analysis requires the deformation gradient F to be close to identity, the underlying
framework does allow for finite growth. To adopt an infinitesimal strain theory for growth, we modify the classical
multiplicative decomposition as shown in Figure 3 (right). In particular, we decompose the elastic part of the defor-
mation gradient Fe, which maps the stress-free grown configuration to the final configuration Bt, into a deformation
part F and an inverse growth part Fg

−1,

F = F · I = F · Fg
−1︸   ︷︷   ︸

Fe

· Fg . (3)

In this approach, the configuration Bs is only geometrically and not necessarily energetically identical to Bo. This
implies that mapping the stress-free grown configuration Bg onto Bs does, in general, induce stresses in the body.
Conceptually speaking, we can understand the configuration Bs as the prestressed reference configuration, to which
the deformation ϕ and the associated deformation gradient F are applied. For the simplest case of isotropic volume
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growth, we can express the growth tensor as

Fg = g I with Jg = det Fg = g3 , (4)

where g is a single scalar-valued growth multiplier. Growth induces a prestress in the body, and the amount of
prestress depends on the magnitude of growth g. In the simplest case, the prestress γ is isotropic and proportional to
the magnitude of growth g,

γ = −κ
[
det Fg − 1

]
I = −κ

[
g3 − 1

]︸       ︷︷       ︸
γ

I , (5)

where κ denotes the bulk modulus and γ is the scalar-valued isotropic prestress. The negative sign arrises from
the fact that the prestress γ is the necessary stress to transform the grown configuration Bg into Bs. Throughout this
manuscript, we will use the term growth for the multiplier g with the understanding that g can represent both shrinkage
and growth. In view of Eq. (5), we distinguish the following three scenarios,

g < 1 ⇒ γ > 0 shrinkage,
g = 1 ⇒ γ = 0 homeostatic equilibrium,
g > 1 ⇒ γ < 0 growth.

(6)

3. Governing equations for prestressed continua

This section focuses on characterizing the mapping from the prestressed configuration Bs to the current configuration
Bt as illustrated in Figure 3 and on identifying the corresponding equilibrium and constitutive equations. Here we
restrict ourselves to infinitesimal deformations, for which the deformation gradient F is close to the identity. We
reparameterize F in terms of the displacement vector u via the classical relation F = I +∇u. In the spirit of Section 2,
we re-interpret the configurations Bs and Bt as the material and spatial configurations. In the absence of body forces,
the balance of linear momentum reads

DivP = 0 in Bs , (7)

where P is the Piola stress and Div{•} := ∇{•} : I denotes the material divergence operator. We supplement the
equilibrium equation (7) by the boundary condition

P · N = Tp on ∂Bs , (8)

in which Tp denotes the externally prescribed tractions on the boundary ∂Bs. To constitutively define the Piola stress
P, we introduce a the following isotropic neo-Hookean Helmholtz energy per unit volume of the prestressed reference
configuration Bs,

ψ = 1
2λ ln2 J + 1

2µ [F : F − 3 − 2 ln J] + γ J (9)

Here λ and µ are the standard Lamé parameters and γ is the scalar-valued prestress introduced in equation (5). The
Piola stress follows from thermodynamic considerations in terms of the Helmholtz energy function (9) as thermody-
namically conjugate to the total deformation gradient F,

P :=
∂ψ

∂F
= λ ln JF−t + µ [ F − F−t ] + γJF−t . (10)

To reformulate the governing equations in the context of the infinitesimal deformation theory, we linearize the Piola
stress at the reference configuration Bs where F = I,

Lin P|F=I = P|F=I +
∂P
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=I

: [F − I] . (11)
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The corresponding fourth-order tangent reads

∂P
∂F

= λ [F−t ⊗ F−t − ln J F−t ⊗ F−1] + µ [I ⊗ I + F−t ⊗ F−1] + γJ [F−t ⊗ F−t − F−t ⊗ F−1] . (12)

and its evaluation at Bs results in

∂P
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=I

= λ [I ⊗ I] + µ [I ⊗ I + I ⊗ I] + γ [I ⊗ I − I ⊗ I] = 3[λ + γ] Ivol + 2[µ − γ] Isym + γ I , (13)

in terms of the fourth order tensors, Ivol := 1
3 [I ⊗ I], Isym := 1

2 [I ⊗ I + I ⊗ I], and I := I ⊗ I. With the evaluation of
the Piola stress P at F = I as P = γ I and with the minor symmetries of Ivol and Isym, equation (11) reads

Lin P|F=I = γI +
[
3[λ + γ]Ivol + 2[µ − γ]Isym

]
: ε + γ∇u , (14)

where ε = ∇symu denotes the infinitesimal strain tensor. We can then reformulate the linearized Piola stress in terms
of the effective constitutive tensor Ceff in analogy to the familiar linear elasticity theory,

Lin P|F=I = γI + Ceff : ε + γ∇u , with Ceff := 3λeff Ivol + 2µeff Isym , (15)

where λeff := λ+ γ and µeff := µ− γ denote the effective Lamé parameters. The key equation to proceed is the balance
of linear momentum (7), linearized at the reference configuration, and subject to the boundary condition (8),

DivΣ = 0 in Bs subject to Σ · N = Tp on ∂Bs with Σ := γI +
[
Ceff + γI

]
: ∇u . (16)

Remark: Alternative stress measures. The linearization of the different stress measures provides additional insight
in the interpretation of prestress. Although the non-symmetric Piola stress P is the only stress measure relevant to
evaluate the balance equation (7), it is possible to compute the corresponding alternative finite deformation stress
measures in the context of the infinitesimal deformations. Accordingly, the fully material symmetric Piola–Kirchhoff
stress S and the fully spatial symmetric Cauchy stress σ can be linearized at Bs,

Lin S|F=I = S|F=I +
∂S
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=I

: [F − I] = γI +
[
3[λ + γ]Ivol + 2[µ − γ]Isym

]
: ε

Linσ|F=I = σ|F=I +
∂σ

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=I

: [F − I] = γI +
[
3λIvol + 2µIsym

]
: ε .

In the absence of deformation, i.e., for ∇u = 0, all stress measures assume the same prestress γI. In the absence of the
prestress, i.e., for γ = 0, all linearized stress measures are identical. This is why, with a few exceptions, e.g., Bazant
(1971); Hoger (1986), the classical linear elasticity theory typically does not distinguish between the different stress
measures. 2

4. Stability analysis for prestressed continua

To ensure that the boundary value problem is well-posed, it has to satisfy specific conditions. In the following,
we expand the classical condition of strong ellipticity, the classical condition of pointwise stability, and the classical
boundary complementing condition originally established for continua without prestress (Marsden and Hughes, 1994)
to prestressed continua.

4.1. Strong ellipticity

First, we explore the condition of strong ellipticity in the context of prestress. The elasticity tensor c is strongly
elliptic, associated with a real wave speed, if, for all vectors a, b , 0,

[a ⊗ b] : c : [a ⊗ b] > 0 . (17)
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For our particular constitutive model with prestress (9), for which c = Ceff + γI, the condition of strong ellipticity
translates into the following expression,

[a ⊗ b] : [Ceff + γI ] : [a ⊗ b] > 0 . (18)

For the effective tangent moduli Ceff = 3λeff Ivol + 2µeff Isym according to equation (15), this implies that

strong ellipticity: µ > 0 and λ + 2µ > 0 . (19)

Alternatively, we can state the condition of strong ellipticity through the positive-definiteness of the acoustic tensor q
defined in terms of the unit vector b with | b | = 1,

det q > 0 with q := [I ⊗ b] : [Ceff + γI ] · b. (20)

4.2. Pointwise stability
Second, we study the condition of point wise stability in the context of prestress. The elasticity tensor c is said to be
pointwise stable if, for all symmetric second order tensors ε = ε t,

ε : c : ε > 0 . (21)

Here, since our constitutive tensor c = Ceff + γI does not possesses minor and major symmetries similar to the
classical elasticity tensor c, we cannot simply adapt the classical pointwise stability condition above. Pointwise
stability requires the stored energy σ : δε to increase for increasing incremental strains δε. In our case, pointwise
stability translates into the following condition, ∇u :

[
Ceff + γI

]
: ∇u − ∇u · γI · ∇u > 0, or alternatively, for all

displacement gradients ∇u, not necessarily symmetric,

∇u : Ceff : ∇u > 0 . (22)

Here we have assumed that the prestress is subtracted from the total stress Σ since it is a priori in balance with
externally prescribed tractions Tp. Furthermore, we have subtracted the geometrical stiffness term ∇u · γI · ∇u to
properly impose pointwise stability (Hoger, 1995). From Ceff = 3 λeff Ivol + 2 µeff Isym, we conclude that the pointwise
stability condition only affects the symmetric part ε = ∇symu of the displacement gradient ∇u, thus

ε : [ 3 λeff Ivol + 2 µeff Isym ] : ε > 0 . (23)

Alternatively, we can reformulate the above equation in terms of volumetric and deviatoric parts,

ε : [ [3λeff + 2µeff]︸          ︷︷          ︸
3λ+2µ+γ

Ivol + 2µeff︸︷︷︸
2µ−2γ

Idev ] : ε > 0 , (24)

where Idev := Isym − Ivol . With 3λeff + 2µeff = 3λ + 2µ + γ and 2µeff = 2µ − 2γ this implies that pointwise stability
holds within the following prestress limits γ,

pointwise stability: − 3λ − 2µ < γ < µ . (25)

Since the Lamé parameters λ ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 0 are strictly non-negative, the above condition implies that pointwise
stability can either be violated by negative growth or shrinkage associated with a tensile prestress γ > µ or by positive
growth associated with a compressive prestress γ < −3λ − 2µ.

4.3. Boundary complementing condition
Third, we study the boundary complementing condition associated with the infinitesimal, quasi-static, incremental
boundary value problem. We consider a semi-infinite half-space of bulk material subjected to an incremental defor-
mation δu such that the total deformation is u+δu. The corresponding stress Σ+δΣ has to satisfy the balance equation
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and its boundary condition (16), i.e.,

Div (Σ + δΣ) = 0 in Bs subject to [Σ + δΣ] · N = Tp on ∂Bs . (26)

Since, DivΣ = 0 and Σ · N = Tp, the incremental balance of linear momentum in the bulk in the absence of a body
force field reduces to the following expression along with its boundary condition,

Div δΣ = 0 in Bs subject to δΣ · N = 0 on ∂Bs . (27)

Here, for the case of isotropic volume growth, we assume that the externally prescribed tractions are constant and
responsible to map the grown configuration to the stressed configuration, hence Tp = γN. The incremental stress
tensor δΣ is related to the incremental deformation tensor δ∇u via the constitutive relation

δΣ :=
[
Ceff + γI

]
: δ∇u . (28)

To explore the boundary complementing condition we consider a hypothetical stationary wave on the surface of the
bulk half-space as depicted in Figure 4 (Benallal et al., 1993; Utzinger et al., 2008; Javili et al., 2012). The stationary
wave lies in the plane spanned by the surface base vectors t and b, where b is directed outwards. The wave is
constructed to decay towards the bulk such that the decay direction coincides with d. In what follows, we denote
relevant vectors and tensors by small letters and restrict the displacement increment δu to be infinitesimal.
We label the position vector of a point within the bulk with respect to the origin of the local surface orthonormal base
system t, b, d as x, and denote its projections onto the t and d directions as ξ and η,

ξ = x · d and η = x · t . (29)

We then prescribe a stationary wave-type ansatz for the incremental displacement δu as the product of a decay function
w(ξ) and a waviness term,

δu = w(ξ) exp(ikη) , (30)

where k > 0 is the wave number and i is the imaginary unit. The first and the second gradients of δu are denoted as
∇δu and ∇2δu, respectively. We reformulate the incremental balance of linear momentum in the bulk in terms of the
incremental displacement δu as

DivδΣ = Div(
[
Ceff + γI

]
: δ∇u) =

[[
Ceff + γI

]
: ∇2δu

]
: I . (31)

To study the boundary complementing condition on the surface, we consider the incremental balance of linear mo-
mentum on the surface (27.2), here simply the incremental boundary condition restated as follows,

δ̂Σ · N = δ̂Σ · [−d] = 0 with δ̂Σ := δΣ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

. (32)

Here, we have introduced the hat symbol to indicate the evaluation of the corresponding quantity, here the incremental
stress δΣ, on the material surface, i.e., at ξ = 0. Using the incremental constitutive equation (28), together with
proper wave-type ansatz governed by incremental balance of momentum in the bulk (31), along with the mathematical
transformations detailed in the Appendix, we obtain the following expression

B · a = 0 , with B :=

−2µk + γk µ 0
−2µk + γk λ + 2µ 0

0 0 −µk

 and a :=

a0
a1
a2

 . (33)

Non-trivial solutions of Eq. (33) with k > 0 correspond to possible stationary surface wave-type solutions of the in-
cremental boundary-value problem. In summary, we can state the condition for a possible bifurcation in the following
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form,

boundary complementing condition: detB = µk2[λ + µ][2µ − γ] .= 0 . (34)

Remark: Classical case of non-prestressed solids recovered. For the classical case of a solid without prestress with
γ = 0, Eq. (34) reduces to the classical condition for the loss of the boundary complementing condition,

detB = 2µ2k2[λ + µ] .= 0 ⇒ µ = 0 or λ + µ = 0 , (35)

which is eliminated a priori because of the pointwise stability of the bulk. 2

Remark: Pointwise stability and strong ellipticity eliminate surface bifurcations. For the case of a solid subjected
to prestress with γ > 0, the conditions for the possible bifurcation with a positive wave number k > 0 are

µ = 0 or λ + µ = 0 or 2µ − γ = 0 , (36)

which are necessarily eliminated a priori because of pointwise stability and strong ellipticity. From Eq. (34), we
conclude that if a bifurcation does occur, it can have any arbitrary wave number k > 0 and any wavelength. 2

5. Examples of growth-induced instabilities

The following examples elucidate the theory presented in the previous sections. First, to investigate the effect of
prestress, we illustrate the eigenvalue analysis in the homogeneous setting of a single trilinear finite element. Then,
to explore biologically relevant growth, we simulate growth-induced instabilities in the inhomogeneous settings of
a hollow cylinder mimicking the airway wall and of a solid half-sphere mimicking the developing brain. Since our
main objective is to provide a generic framework for the critical conditions of growth-induced instabilities, we choose
arbitrary values for the Lamé parameters of µ = 8.0 and λ = 12.0 in all four problems.

5.1. Homogeneous problem of eigenvalue analysis for a single trilinear element

To investigate the interplay between negative eigenvalues and bulk prestress γ, we perform a stability analysis for a
single trilinear finite element. For simplicity, we assume the dimensions of the element to be unity. The derivation
of the underlying weak form and its finite element discretization are standard (Hughes, 1987), except for the local
constitutive tensor and the global stiffness matrix, which follow from the boundary value problem (16).

Figure 5 illustrates the eigenvalues of the global stiffness matrix plotted against the prestress. For any prestress
level γ > 0, we obtain six zero eigenvalues, which correspond to three rigid body translations and the three rigid body
rotations. According to conditions (19) and (25), at γ = −[3λ + 2µ] = −52 and at γ = µ = 8, the analysis predicts at
least one eigenmode associated with a zero eigenvalue, as illustrated in Figure 5. Each of the predicted zero energy
modes is associated with either a purely volumetric deformation or a purely deviatoric deformation mode. In addition,
mixed mode conditions can also result in zero energy modes. In summary, we observe various zero energy modes in
addition to the plain modes indicated in conditions (19) and (25).

5.2. Inhomogeneous problem of shrinkage-induced instabilities in a hollow cylinder

The first inhomogeneous example is a shrinking infinitely long hollow cylinder, modeled as a two-dimensional ring
under plane strain conditions. The ring has an outer diameter of unit length and an inner radius of 0.3. We discretize
the geometry using 1920 bilinear quadrilateral finite elements. While we allow the inner boundary to move freely
upon growth, we subject the outer boundary to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. To mimic the effect of
negative growth or shrinkage, we apply a tensile prestress of γ = 9, a value beyond the critical prestress level of
γ = µ = 8, as predicted by the pointwise stability condition in equation (25).

Figure 6 illustrates selected instability patterns along with their associated eigenvalues. Tensile prestress beyond
the critical limit is associated with shrinkage-induced instabilities. In contrast to many studies in the literature, here,
the associated unstable modes of Figure 6 result exclusively from the eigenvalue analysis of the global stiffness matrix
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and are not associated with randomly applied perturbations. If we apply a perturbation, we observe mixed insta-
bility modes. Our analysis is capable of capturing a tetragonal, pentagonal, hexagonal instability patterns. Without
perturbation, it is even possible to see no instabilities at all.

5.3. Inhomogeneous problem of growth-induced instabilities in a hollow cylinder
The second inhomogeneous example is a growing infinitely long hollow cylinder, modeled as a two-dimensional ring
under plane stress conditions. The ring has an outer diameter of unit length, an inner radius of 0.3, and a thickness of
0.001. We discretize the geometry using 1280 bilinear quadrilateral finite elements. Similar to the previous problem,
we allow the inner boundary to move freely upon growth, and subject the outer boundary to homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions. To mimic the effect of positive growth, we apply a compressive prestress of γ = −55, a value
beyond the critical prestress level of γ = −3λ−2µ = −52, as predicted by the pointwise stability condition in equation
(25).

Figure 7 illustrates selected instability patterns along with their associated eigenvalues. Compressive prestress
beyond the critical limit is associated with growth-induced instabilities. Similar to the previous example, our analysis
is capable of capturing a hexagonal, heptagonal, and octagonal instability patterns. We observed that, to obtain more
unstable modes, we need to either apply a finer discretization or a smaller prestress γ, larger in magnitude and further
away from the critical threshold.

5.4. Inhomogeneous problem of growth-induced instabilities in a solid half-sphere
The final example is a growing solid half-sphere in a fully three-dimensional setting. The sphere has a radius of 0.3.
We discretize its geometry with 3456 trilinear hexahedral finite elements. We allow the outer boundary to move freely
upon growth, fix the center against rigid body translations and rotations, and apply homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions in z-direction at the bottom to account for symmetry conditions. To mimic the effect of positive growth,
we apply a compressive prestress of γ = −100, a value beyond the critical prestress level of γ = −3λ − 2µ = −52, as
predicted by the pointwise stability condition in equation (25).

Figure 8 illustrates selected instability patterns along with their associated eigenvalues. Compressive prestress
beyond the critical limit is associated with growth-induced instabilities. Similar to the previous examples, our analysis
is capable of capturing different instability patterns associated with the different eigenmodes.

6. Discussion

Many living structures undergo biological growth during development or under diseased conditions. Growth is often
the origin for geometric instabilities in the form of folding or wrinkling. Typical examples are folding patterns in
the developing brain and wrinkling patterns in chronically obstructed airways. To better understand malformations
during development or disease progression, it is important to know when and how these instabilities form. Here we
have presented our first attempts to systematically characterize the critical conditions for growth-induced instabilities
in living structures.

The classical approach to model biological growth is to kinematically introduce an incompatible growth configu-
ration and to multiplicatively decompose the deformation gradient into an elastic part and a growth part. The key idea
of this manuscript is to conceptually replace growth with prestress and establish a generic framework for growth- or
rather prestress-induced instabilities. In terms of configurations, we map the stress-free grown configuration onto a
stressed configuration, which is geometrically identical to the initial configuration before growth. However, this con-
figuration is not stress-free and therefore not energetically identical to the initial configuration. This concept allows us
to adopt a classical instability analysis, and highlight critical conditions of strong ellipticity and of pointwise stability
and the boundary complementing condition.

Our linear stability analysis allows us to predict critical prestress levels for negative growth or shrinkage, as-
sociated with a tensile prestress, and for positive growth, associated with compressive prestress. In particular, the
pointwise stability condition reveals the critical prestress limits γ under tension and compression as functions of the
material parameters λ and µ as −3λ − 2µ < γ < µ. The accompanying eigenvalue analysis of the finite-element
based global stiffness matrix provides a first insight into the corresponding unstable modes. To study the structural re-
sponse beyond the onset of instabilities, a natural extension of the proposed work would be to perform a post-buckling
analysis based on a fully geometrically non-linear approach.
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Under plain strain conditions, our critical condition for growth-induced instabilities is 2λ+2µ = 0, which is clearly
independent of the prestress level γ. At first glance, this condition seems to contradict the literature on growth-induced
instabilities in the airway wall (Li et al., 2011). However, there are two major differences between the models in the
literature and our model: First, most previously reported geometric models are based on double-layered cylindrical
tubes (Cao et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2011), while we have limit our analysis to a single-layered tube (Moulton and
Goriely, 2011). Second, and more importantly, most previously reported growth models constrain growth in the axial
direction (Moulton and Goriely, 2011a; Li et al., 2011), while we have assumed that a fully three-dimensional growth
results in a fully isotropic prestress state. A natural extension of our model would therefore be to incorporate these
effects and study whether our approach can generate similar unstable modes under similar conditions.

An exciting extension of the proposed work would be to model surface wrinkling and folding (Zöllner et al., 2012)
using the concept of surface tension and surface elasticity (Javili and Steinmann, 2009, 2010a). This could become
particularly relevant for thin films as the mucous membrane, whose thickness is orders of magnitude smaller than the
structural dimensions of the airway system (Holland et al., 2013; Papastavrou et al., 2013). This line of extension
could provide further insight into growth of thin biological membranes, since it would allow the surface to have its
own energetic structure (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975; Javili and Steinmann, 2010b).

To ultimately serve as a predictive diagnostic tool to identify the onset of growth-induces instabilities in living
systems, it is critical to experimentally calibrate and validate the underlying growth law. Along these lines, recent
studies have characterized growth tensors in the heart wall (Rausch et al., 2011; Tsamis et al., 2012) and in heart valves
(Rausch et al., 2012). Using implanted videofluoroscopic markers and biplane imaging, a recent inverse analysis
suggested prestrain values of the order of 30-40% in the mitral valve leaflet (Rausch et al., 2013). These studies
indicate that it is critically important to include the effects of prestrain or residual stress when studying living systems
(Rausch et al., 2013a).

In summary, this manuscript presents our first attempts to shed light on growth-induced instabilities in living struc-
tures by conceptually replacing growth through prestress. This allows us to adapt the standard concepts of a classical
linear stability analysis and predict the critical prestress levels at which kinematic instabilities may occur. We believe
that this generic framework is broadly applicable to enhance our understanding of growth-induced instabilities with
clinical applications in plastic and reconstructive surgery, asthma, obstructive sleep apnoea, and brain development.
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Appendix

It is enlightening to provide the intermediate steps to study the boundary complementing condition briefly introduced
in Sec. 4.3. The position vector of a point within the bulk with respect to the origin of the local surface orthonormal
base system t, b, d is denoted x. The projections of the position vector x in the t and d directions are denoted as

ξ = x · d and η = x · t . (37)

A stationary wave-type ansatz for the incremental displacement δu is prescribed as the product of a decay function
w(ξ) and a waviness term,

δu = w(ξ) exp(ikη) , (38)

where k > 0 is the wave number and i is the imaginary unit. The first and the second gradients of δu are thus given by

∇δu = [w′ ⊗ d + ikw ⊗ t] exp(ikη) ,

∇2δu = [w′′ ⊗ d ⊗ d + ik[w′ ⊗ t ⊗ d + w′ ⊗ d ⊗ t]] exp(ikη) − [k2w ⊗ t ⊗ t] exp(ikη).
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The incremental balance of momentum in the bulk can be related to the incremental displacement δu as

DivδΣ = Div(
[
Ceff + γI

]
: δ∇u) =

[[
Ceff + γI

]
: ∇2δu

]
: I . (39)

Equation (39) yields the ordinary differential equation

q2 · w′′ + ikq1 · w′ − k2q0 · w = 0 , (40)

for the decay function w(ξ) where the localization tensors q0, q1 and q2 are defined by

q0 · {•} :=
[[
Ceff + γI

]
: [{•} ⊗ t]

] · t ,
q1 · {•} :=

[[
Ceff + γI

]
: [{•} ⊗ d]

] · t +
[[
Ceff + γI

]
: [{•} ⊗ t]

] · d ,
q2 · {•} :=

[[
Ceff + γI

]
: [{•} ⊗ d]

] · d .
The decay function w(ξ) can be expressed as

w(ξ) = mexp(τξ) , (41)

where m is the amplitude of the wave and τ < 0 is the decay exponent. Thus Eq. (40) can be written as

[τ2q2 + iτkq1 − k2q0] · m =: qs · m = 0 ,

or alternatively in a form without the localization tensors as[[
Ceff + γI

]
: [m⊗ [k t − iτd]]

] · [k t − iτd] =: qs · m = 0 ,

where qs denotes the surface localization tensor. The decay exponent τ corresponding to non-trivial solutions for the
amplitude m are given by

τ = arg(det qs ≡ 0) . (42)

Equation (42) states the necessary conditions for the possibility of stationary wave-type solutions on the surface. Thus,
Eq. (41) can be expressed in the following general form for distinct τi and mi with the coefficients ai dependent on the
boundary conditions,

w(ξ) =

2∑
i=0

aimi exp(τiξ) . (43)

The performed analysis so far, does not require the bulk to be isotropic, nevertheless, in the remainder of this work
we apply the analysis to the special case of isotropy. For the case of isotropic, linear elasticity the bulk localization
tensors q0, q1 and q2 simplify to

q0 = [λeff + µeff]t ⊗ t + µeffi + γi = [λ + µ]t ⊗ t + µi ,
q1 = [λ + µ][d ⊗ t + t ⊗ d] ,
q2 = [λeff + µeff]d ⊗ d + µeffi + γi = [λ + µ]d ⊗ d + µi .

In particular the bulk acoustic (localization) tensor, defined by qb := q2, can be reformulated as

qb = [λ + 2µ]d ⊗ d + µt ⊗ t + µb ⊗ b .

Note that any contribution from the prestress γ eventually vanishes in the definitions of the acoustic tensor and this is
expected since the acoustic tensors are representing the material behaviour and not its loading conditions. It is clear
from the strong ellipticity of the bulk, detailed in Sec. 4.1, that the coefficients [λ + 2µ] and µ will be strictly positive.
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The determinant of the surface localization tensor, which vanishes for non-trivial solutions, is given by

det qs = [k2 − τ2]3 µ2[λ + 2µ]︸      ︷︷      ︸
det qb,0

.
= 0 (44)

which corresponds to the triple roots τ = ±k. In order to have bounded solutions, only negative values of the decay
exponent τ are admissible, and hence τ ≡ −k. Thus by manipulating Eq. (43) the decay function reads

w(ξ) = [[t + id][a0 + a1ξ] + ba2] exp(−kξ) . (45)

The decay function is then inserted into stationary wave-type ansatz (38) which yields the following expression for
the incremental displacement and its gradient,

δu = w(ξ) exp(ikη) = [[t + id][a0 + a1ξ] + ba2] exp(k[iη − ξ]) ,
∇δu = [[t + id][a1 − k[a0 + a1ξ]] − bka2] exp(k[iη − ξ]) ⊗ d + ik[[t + id][a0 + a1ξ] + ba2] exp(k[iη − ξ]) ⊗ t .

In order to study the boundary complementing condition on the surface, consider the incremental balance of linear
momentum at the surface (27), here simply the incremental boundary condition, restated as

δ̂Σ · N = δ̂Σ · [−d] = 0 with δ̂Σ := δΣ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

, (46)

where the evaluation of the incremental stress in the bulk at the surface, i.e., ξ = 0, is denoted by a hat above the stress.
Employing the aforementioned constitutive assumptions and incremental constitutive law (28) in the bulk yields

δ̂Σ =
[
Ceff + γI

]
: δ̂∇u with δ̂∇u := δ∇u

∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

. (47)

The evaluation of the incremental displacement and its first gradient at the surface are given by

δ̂u := δu|ξ=0 = w(0) exp(ikη) = [a0[t + id] + a2b] exp(ikη) ,

∇̂δu = ∇δu|ξ=0 = [[t + id][a1 − ka0] − bka2] ⊗ d exp(ikη) + ik[[t + id]a0 + ba2] ⊗ t exp(ikη) . (48)

Note that the evaluation of the displacement gradient at the surface is not, in general, equal to the gradient of the
displacement evaluated at the surface, i.e.,

∇̂δu = ∇δu|ξ=0 , ∇δ̂u = ∇
(
δu|ξ=0

)
.

With these definitions at hand, and using Eq. (47), the left-hand side of the incremental balance of linear momentum
at the surface (46) is computed next and is eventually set to zero. Inserting Eq. (47) into Eq. (48), yields the following
expression for the incremental stress at the surface,

δ̂Σ =
[
Ceff + γI

]
: δ̂∇u

=
[
3λeff Ivol + 2µeff Isym + γI

]
:
[
[[t + id][a1 − ka0] − bka2] ⊗ d + ik [[t + id]a0 + ba2] ⊗ t

]
exp(ikη) .

Next, the quantity δ̂Σ · d is computed and set to zero.

δ̂Σ · d =
[
λeffia1d + µeff

[
[a1 − ka0]t + 2i[a1 − ka0]d − ka2b − ka0 t

]
+ γ

[
[t + id][a1 − ka0] − ka2b

]]
exp(ikη) = 0 ,

which after some mathematical steps can be reformulated as[
µ[a1 − 2ka0] + γka0

]
t + i

[
λa1 + 2µ[a1 − ka0] + γka0

]
d +

[ − µka2
]
b = 0 ,
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or alternatively in matrix format as

B · a = 0 where B :=

−2µk + γk µ 0
−2µk + γk λ + 2µ 0

0 0 −µk

 and a :=

a0
a1
a2

 . (49)
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Figure 6: Inhomogeneous problem of shrinkage-induced instabilities in a hollow cylinder. Selected unstable eigenmodes resulte from a tensile
prestress of γ = 9 beyond the critical stable prestress threshold of µ = 8. Numbers indicate the associated eigenvalues.
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Figure 7: Inhomogeneous problem of growth-induced instabilities in a hollow cylinder. Selected unstable eigenmodes resulte from a compressive
prestress of γ = −55 beyond the critical stable prestress threshold of −3λ − 2µ = −52. Numbers indicate the associated eigenvalues multiplied by
the inverse of the thickness.
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Figure 8: Inhomogeneous problem of growth-induced instabilities in a solid half-sphere. Selected unstable eigenmodes resulte from a compressive
prestress of γ = −100 beyond the critical stable prestress threshold of −3λ − 2µ = −52. Numbers indicate the associated eigenvalues.
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